
 

 

 

 

 

 

Information opening Camping Tiveden  2020 during the Covid-19 pandemi 

To our guests, returning and new guests and the bookings already made for 

this season 2020, 

In a short while it will be April 1st! A "magical date"  since our past 9 seasons 

because it is our start  of a new summer- season! This year however, suddenly 

everything seems to be completely different  But…. as far as we can overview  

now, we just plan to go open up with our nice campsite in beautiful Tiveden. 

The Corona virus, unfortunately, is a very sad fact. It currently completely 

determines world news and our view of life and society. We are certainly keen 

on this and do not pretend that nothing is going on… .. Our campsite is 

affiliated with the national Swedish Camping Association (SCR / Camping.se) 

and in accordance with their advice, we can decide whether we want to open 

to go.  Because  we are a smaller campsite,  and we now are at the beginning of 

the preseason, we see no reason at this time not to open from April 1th. 

In the  April and May months we mostly have only a few guests anyway, and 

given the closed borders and negative travel advice, we certainly do not expect 

guests from abroad during these months, but at least we still want to be open 

to our Swedish guests.  And for you, guests who are coming from abroad, 

hopefully perhaps you can come anyway later in the summer? We'll have to 

wait and see. We will first look how it is going these 2 months of April and May, 

and then we inform you our current view of the situation again  

At least, In the positive case that you can travel again and come to Sweden;  

you will experience wonderful nature, fresh air and space around you.  And 

that is exactly what we all need for a good resistance ;)  Enjoying the sunset, a 



nice and advanture walk in the woods directly from the campsite and in the 

unique National Park Tiveden; reflect, enjoy…. and take a deep breath in and 

out. In short: outdoor fun! 

Of course, we follow the prescribed hygiene rules at our campsite. We already  

did that during our previous 9 seasons, but this - our 10th ! - season we will be 

even more accurate in this By this we mean the prescribed complete 

disinfection of our sanitary ware, door handles, knobs and water taps. This is 

already a matter of course for us, but now it gives us an  extra challenge! You 

can count on us, and we rely on your confidence in us. 

Most guests come with their own camper, caravan or tent and that of course, is 

is your own place to be and live where you determine your own hygiene and 

take your measures.  And we take great care for all sanitary and service areas in 

the service building and reception.  We put on appropriate places  good hand 

soap and warm water is accessible. Hand disinfectant is available at strategic 

locations. 

With our pitches (spots) we always keep a distance of 4 meters between the 

caravans / campers and tents. We will pay extra attention to this, and we count 

fully on your cooperation, so that everyone can have their own pleasant stay in 

comfort and tranquility.  During our - already mentioned - 2 "start months" 

April and May we will keep 1 place free, between 2 campers. We are going to 

see how this works out in practice. In the high season we have to see how we 

are going to guarantee things. More information will follow about this. 

As for your Stuga stay; we welcome you in a carefully hygienically cleaned 

Stuga. During your stay with your own family and after a clean arrival in the - 

according to regulations - disinfected Stuga, you have to keep the Stuga clean 

according to our prescribed hygiene rules. Due to the Corona hygiene 

regulations within the Swedish standards, there is no choice (anymore) 

whether you clean the Stuga yourself or whether you let us do that. In any 

case, we - as the camp management - will now takethe  final cleaning into our 

own hands in order to guarantee the quality and necessary hygiene. We count 

on your understanding for this. 

As far as we are concerned, your booking we already made for the high season 

can simply remain. In this way, your Stuga stay or your camping pitch will in any 



case be kept fine for you.  Because we all cannot  know how the situation will 

be in 3 months, it is maybe a good feeling that you –at least- cán go on your 

planned holiday.  If not so, you can always cancel to 1 week in advance, and 

you will receive your remaining amount back. 

Of course we would like to ask you seriously  not to come on your holiday, if 

you are not feeling well, have a cold or perhaps have flu / corona symptoms. 

We ask for your understanding if maybe, later in the time, we have to decide to 

close the campsite anyway. Than this has to do with government rules and we 

will adhere to this at all times.  But at the moment, however, no one can look 

further ahead. 

In this way we try to keep up the courage and in any case offer you the 

opportunity to have your well-deserved holiday in our beautiful, spacious and 

natural country, 

With warm,and healthy greetings from wonderful Tiveden, Sweden 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


